
Team One Piece  
 

Date: 04/10/2014  

Location: SIS meeting room 4.1  

Subject: Supervisor Meeting (Demo & Midterm Preparation)  

Attendee(s): Prof Kim, Aniket, Ila, Chenguang, Mi Mi, Siddhant, Phyu Phyu 

Absentee(s): None 

 

AGENDA 

1. Presentation Demo 
 

Discussion and feedback: 

- In presentation, look at reviewers. 

- Presentation Flow, put UATs 

- In stakeholders, say how many times we have met with supervisors. 5% of mark in project management is 

stakeholder relationship management. 

- In persona, super-admin first, trainer and trainee 

- Remove anything which is not important and makes confusion 

- In persona, say “we prepare all those stuff but please pay attention to only (this point)”. 

- 5% of mark is whether our application is deployed live yet. Should not say we didn’t deploy. Say we are 

deploying in Nov. 

- In the functionalities slide, highlight (with colour) which modules have been developed. Trainer, trainee 

modules orders are messed up. Explain clearly what the difference between super-admin and trainer is. 

Show the open source thing in x-factor. 

- Value to Sponsor (Time and Money) – how to quantify the benefits? Show evidence! Efficiency and 

effectiveness is very common to all the teams. Not selling point. May be collect how costly is that to conduct 

a seminar room training sessions and say how much they can save because of our application. 

 

Demo 

- In the login page, explain super-admin can access 3 roles, trainer can access 2 roles, trainee only 1 role. Also 

how to validate the users. 

- Know what do the user groups names stand for. (What is GOI, EUS?) Never say we don’t know. Client just 

gave up. 

- Mention client wants CSV files – requirement (for upload files).  

- View Trainer Module page, show many modules. Create more demo modules. 

- In create module, set end date is not clear. May be change to deadline. 

- In the editor, only show what is important and interesting. Skip create blank slide and adding heading – too 

simple. 

- Straight go to check point creating. Prepare realistic content to demo. 

- View Trainee Module page, show many modules. Create more demo modules. 

- Improve transaction between take modules and take quiz. 

- In technical complexity, observe the reviewers. If they are not interested, skip. 

- Highlight why we chose certain frameworks, tools. 

- If the uploaded slides have audios and videos, how? 

  



Number of UATS 

- Must show how many UATs and what their purposes were. Summary fir these. Include a slide. 

- Need to know structure of our UAT. 

- UATs after acceptance- purpose, before and after. Final Result and outcomes. Slide on sample test cases- 

how many test cases and each test case has a feedback.  

- Specify x-axis and y-axis. Got average score for each category. Change “intuitive rating” to System Rating 

(How intuitive the system is) 

- Different test cases for 2 groups within the same UAT. (one without interactive features and one with) 

- Summarize conclusion for each user test 

- Change “User Experience Rating” to “Post UAT Feedback or Overall Feedback” 

- Make some sort of story 

- Compare UAT 4 and UAT 5 results and how you will utilize this. 

- BP’s evaluation is more important. Hence need to say what all areas BP rated better/worse and why 

- “Timer is very effective to teach. It is not surprising that they get a very good grade” 

- “Timer may go against us if the timer is set to very high” (Aniket’s thoughts) 

- Risk Management – Result in .. improper ..  

- Existing System? No System 

- Need to spend more time on technical complexity and put in some pseudo code 

 

Prepared by, 

Mi Mi 

 

Edited and vetted by, 

Phyu Phyu 


